1988 samurai

Refine your search. Long 2. Manual Gasoline 71 Diesel 1. Classic Cars Lifted 18 Hardtop 3 Tin
Top 3. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Suzuki samurai LX 4x4. Suzuki Samurai Up for sale
is my Suzuki Samurai 2-door in very nice overall original condition. A lower 5th gear increased
engine RPM and power on the highway and improved dashboard and seats made the Sammy
more comfortable. Doesn't come with engine, transmission, or transfer case. Would be great for
buggy build, or put drive train in it a just beat the crap out of it. Great car driving anywhere no
problem original paint. Google Ads. Comoptions:description:great car driving anywhere no
problem original paint. I have added many new and different items and I'll start the list off with:
Complete Japanese domestic market interior front and rear. Very nice, Samurai Tin Top. The
body is almost perfect with only a few minor dings on the body and the original paint and decals
look great. New 31x Inherited from family. Need to pay debt must let go. Has brand new tires.
Stock oem alternator has been rebuilt. Changed timing belt head gasket and water pump. Car
has small oil leak from dipstick o-ring. It runs and drives great. The only thing that really doesn't
work is the 4x4. Transfer case needs rebuild. Great shape and runs like a champ. New brakes,
tires, gearshift assembly, vinyl upholstery, aftermarket speakers and more. She's been in the
family for 25 years. Comoptions:description suzuki samurai. Low miles since engine,
transmission and transfer case rebuilt. Aluminum Wheels. I bought this nice little 4x4 and my
back won"t let me keep it, "to old"this is one of the best unrestored ones i have seen. The paint
is original and so are the seats, the two tops are newer. I replaced all the wheel bearings and
seals,and serviced it. Its ready for someone to enjoyavailable m-f philip. This unit has the 4 cyl,
5 speed, this unit has been serviced and comes with 5 brand new tires. This unit will have a
rebuilt kentucky water damage title due to previous water damage. This unit is ready to go! This
is a excellent shape completely original unmolested 59, original mike car that has only had 3
owners! Has new alternator, battery and thermostat. Tires in excellent shape. Runs and drives
great! Air Conditioning. No reserve price the highest bid. This mid size samurai is an great
condition.. Samurai salvage, suzuki samurai specialist for the past 30 years, is auctioningthis
beauty! It is a suzuki samurai jx 4x4. It has rare stainless steeltrim with chrome wheels. This
samurai has neverbeen wrecked and has a clean, clear iowa title. All original paint and it
hasalways been garaged. Comoptions:description:samurai salvage, suzuki samurai specialist
for the past 30 years, is auctioningthis beauty! Typical samuri, rust through at a few points in
rear deck and over rear fenders full disclosure starts and runs fine. With the tires on it highway
speeds are out of the question. With the lift and the tires it is ready to crawl through the woods
and trails. Top in good shape and snaps all the way around without any tears. The cutter hand
brake needs bled there is a little bit of give to it. Body is lifted with excellent tires. Comes with
two engines -- the one that's in it is sized but i have the original engine and spare transmission
see images and two spare doors. Text with questions. This little 4x4 has a manual transmission,
great tires, and it is topless! There is a soft top with it that we have not tried to use yet. It will
probably need a tune up but it runs and drives and sounds pretty good. Call, text, or email. Mike
at cda wheels. Connie or dave at cda wheels. Here's a fun little, very hard to find, summer toy.
Super clean suzuki samurai. Comes with a gray soft top. New clutch just installed a few months
ago. Tires are in great condition with just a few miles on them. Upgraded to a smooth old man
emu suspension kit which lifted the samurai 4 inches. All original motor parts. Upgraded
off-road seats that are in great condition. Suzuki samurai's are only a few pounds heavier than a
side-by-side and are the same width. This is a great rock crawler or just a fun economic ride
around town. This samurai runs great, and handles well. It's a great price, fun, and reliable. New
tires, two inch lift, weber carb, recent safety and emissions. Under armor kit available. Very little
rust, minor dings. The rear window is torn, otherwise soft top is in good shape. Hate to sell but
need to. Please don't waste my time with scams. Come see, bring cash. Has new 1. Suzuki
Samurai. Just in time for the safari in moab!!! It's a jx so it has a tachometer! She has been in a
garage for almost 3 years because the clutch needed to be replaced 2 girls learned stick on it
and my spouse decided he was going to rebuild the engine and put a lift kit on it. Life gets in the
way and there's never enough time in the day, so it's time to let someone else have fun with her
and reclaim my garage. She has a brand new thick, soft-top with tinted windows. She is in really
good shape, and the only damage is her bumper and grill. We've had her all over the wasatch
front and up to inspiration point many times. She's a solid sami, but we're ready for someone to
make her into an awesome sami. Here's the best part - we have most of new parts to rebuild her:
samurai 1. Hurry, make me an offer before my husband changes his mind! Life gets in the way
and there's never enough time in the day, so it's time to let someone else have fun with her and
i can reclaim my garage. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Suzuki had marketed 2. The
history of Suzuki four-wheel drive cars began in the latter half of the s, when Suzuki bought a
Steyr-Puch Haflinger to study with the intent of building a kei class off-road vehicle. The tiny
Hope company had been unable to enter series production and only about 45 were

manufactured. The LJ10 had a cc, air-cooled, two-stroke, in-line two-cylinder engine. In , Suzuki
complemented the LJ20 with the LJ50, which had a larger cc, two-stroke, in-line three-cylinder
engine and bigger differentials. This was originally targeted at the Australian market, but more
exports soon followed. The new Jimny was released in , and now bears the same name in all
markets. All four Jimny generations have separate frame and body "ladder frame chassis". The
body has no structural carrying role. It serves only as a cabin to protect the occupants from the
elements, provide comfort and protect them in the case of a crash. This used to be a common
suspension design for all terrain vehicles up to s, but has become a rarity in vehicle design in
the 21st century. Dependent suspension is particularly well suited for all terrain duty, both from
the durability and performance perspectives. The first two Jimny generations used leaf-sprung
suspension at all four wheels, with the 3rd and 4th generations using coil-sprung suspension at
all four wheels. There is an exception where some late 2nd generation models had coil-sprung
suspension as well. All four Jimny generations have recirculating ball steering mechanism ,
which is particularly well suited for all terrain duty, but relatively imprecise on-road compared to
modern rack-and-pinion steering construction. All four Jimny generations have manually user
selectable part-time four wheel drive transmission , where the default on-road transmission
mode is 2WD RWD two wheel drive, rear wheel drive. Rear wheel drive can never be
disengaged. The user however can dis engage the front wheel drive FWD manually at any time
under certain operating conditions. There is no centre inter-axle differential. This has a positive
effect that at least two wheels, where each wheel is on a different axle, have to lose traction in
order for the vehicle to lose traction when in 4WD transmission mode. However, the negative
effect is that 4WD transmission mode must not be used on any surface which is not rather
slippery, especially if having to steer. In other words, 4WD transmission mode should be used
only on rather slippery surfaces, like snow, ice, mud, loose gravel, wet grass and sand. Wet
asphalt, wet concrete and hard-packed gravel are not considered slippery enough. All this is
irrelevant when not using 4WD transmission mode. All four Jimny generations have manually
user selectable dual-ratio dual range gearing mechanism. The overall transmission gearing ratio
is exactly halved when the vehicle is in low range transmission mode. This has the effect of the
vehicle moving approximately twice as slow but with double torque at the wheels in any
transmission gear. For example, the 4th gear in low range behaves similar to the 2nd gear in
high range, and 3rd gear in low range behaves similarly as "1. The transmission gearing range
is selectable only when the vehicle is in 4WD transmission mode. Therefore, low range can not
be used for on-road towing. The dis engagement of 4WD transmission mode and the switch
from one gearing range to another is performed by a dedicated transfer case mechanical unit,
which is separate from the regular gear box unit. All four Jimny generations have a transfer
case with an attached selection lever protruding in the cabin between the main gear box lever
and the hand brake lever. The only exception are later production years of 3rd generation
Jimnys more info in a dedicated chapter , which do not have a selection lever, but instead have
servo-actuated mechanism which performs the same actions when invoked by the push of
certain buttons in the cabin. A cable connected the locker to a small dedicated lever in the cabin
near the hand brake lever. By operating the lever, the driver could manually fully un lock the
rear differential. The reason for inclusion of the differential locker was legislative in nature.
LJ80s, SJs and early SJs had a parking brake which brakes the gears in the transfer case
instead of braking the individual rear wheels directly and simultaneously like in most passenger
vehicles. That design has several advantages, as well as an important disadvantage - because
of the open rear differential, the hand brake has no effect when the transfer case is in two wheel
drive rear wheel drive mode and when one of the rear wheels is raised in the air. Therefore,
relying on the parking brake itself would be dangerous in some relatively rare situations.
German law required that this risk must not exist. Instead of redesigning the parking brake
system for that market, Suzuki appeased the legal requirement by the inclusion of a rear
differential locker. Later SJs and all Samurais have a parking brake which simultaneously
brakes both rear wheels directly like in most passenger cars , so the parking brake alone could
hold the vehicle still in any situation, at least in theory. This parking brake design appeased the
German legal requirement, and therefore no differential locker has been factory fitted to such
SJs nor to any Samurai, nor offered as an optional equipment. Brakes were Daihatsu units, the
rear axle was sourced from the Mitsubishi Colt , and the wheels were sourced from the
Mitsubishi Jeep. It was a very basic two-seater vehicle with no doors, but a sturdy four-wheel
drive system allowed it to go off-road. The tiny Hope company sold very few ONs, only 15 in the
domestic market and another 30 exported to Southeast Asia, [2] although a total of ME24
engines were purchased. The compact off-road capable Suzuki Jimny was Suzuki's first global
success, lending it name recognition and a foothold in markets worldwide. The Jimny slotted
into a hitherto unfilled gap in the market. Since the new unit remained smaller than cc, and

Suzuki placed the spare tire inside the truck making it a three-seater to keep it under 3 m in
overall length, it was classified as a kei car , conferring certain tax privileges and other benefits.
When it was introduced in April , it was the first four-wheel drive kei car to enter series
production. The original Jimny was an unexpected hit, with nearly 5, units selling in its home
market in the first year - immediately outselling the market leader at the time, the Mitsubishi
Jeep. Over 6, were sold in The grille bars were changed from horizontal to vertical for the LJ A
special version with the spare tire mounted behind the passenger seat allowed for two small
rear seats, facing each other. The introduction of left-hand drive signalled Suzuki's worldwide
ambitions for the truck. IEC imported them. Export Jimnys had the spare tire mounted on the
outside, as kei regulations on length did not apply. For the home market, it first appeared in
June as the Jimny 55 and reflected the changing kei car rules and stricter emissions standards.
In Australia, the LJ50S and LJ50V van were available as a softtop with soft doors and
rear-mounted spare wheel or hardtop with full metal doors and external spare wheel through
distributor M. In May , the low production LJ51P long-wheelbase pickup became available for
some export markets. The home-market Jimny received a facelift in , introducing rear wheel
arch metal flares and a bigger bonnet or hood with cooling slots above the radiator, while the
export LJ50s were instead replaced by the LJ80 same external modifications, but with the new
four-stroke, four-cylinder, cc engine fitted. The final iteration of the original Jimny design was
the Jimny 8, called LJ80 in certain export markets. It was originally intended to be marketed as
the Eljot "Elliott" in Germany, but copyright issues with Disney 's Pete's Dragon movie made
this impossible. Indo Mobil Utama in Jakarta. The interior was also improved, with new seats
and steering wheel. Metal doors became available for the first time in , and a pickup truck model
LJ81 was available by April of that year, as well. The Suzuki SJ30 began production in May The
SJ30 Jimny was mainly for Japanese domestic market consumption where it suited the Kei car
category. Still powered by the LJ50 engine also used in its predecessor, the Jimny was by a
sizable margin the last two-stroke car engine built in Japan. Production ended with the
withdrawal of type approval in November in favor of its F5A -engined brother, the JA The
two-stroke had been favored by Japanese off-roaders and by Suzuki due to its light weight and
superior low-speed torque. A four-speed manual transmission was standard, as were
non-power assisted drum brakes front and rear. The SJ came as a half-door convertible ,
long-wheelbase pickup truck , two-door hardtop called "Van" in Japan , raised-roof hardtop, and
no-glass hardtop panel van. In Japan, the pickup truck was intended as a bare-bones work
vehicle and did not receive fender extensions, and had diagonal tires on black-painted steel
wheels rather than the sportier wheels fitted to the regular Jimny. Some later models of the SJ
would switch to disk brakes in the front depending on the factory they were made at. In March ,
Santana-built versions received the same chassis developments which turned the SJ into the
Samurai; this version was sold as Samurai 1. The original version was marketed as Jimny ,
continuing from the previous LJ Jimny. The canvas soft-top model was marketed in fairly small
numbers from until late as Jimny Sierra. A higher-roofed model arrived in and continued to be
built until about The Katana has an even higher roof than the Jimnys. Later, there were also 1.
As of , the Indonesian Katanas and Jimnys received square headlights. The rear-wheel drive
Katana was also, surprisingly, used as a basis for an Indonesian-built, s' style kit-car called the
Marvia Classic. The Indian built SJ has only ever been available in a long-wheelbase version.
The Gypsy remains in production for the Indian Subcontinent market. The Gypsy King has
proved popular with the Indian armed forces and police units. As its name suggests the Farm
Worker is intended for farm work only and is not able to be road registered due to the vehicle
not meeting current crash protection regulations [ citation needed ] , although it does come with
seat belts for the front two seats. The SJ included a larger 1. The body and interior were also
redesigned, with a new dashboard, seats, and grille. The SJ remained in production for various
other markets with the old specifications. After the introduction of the Escudo , sales of the
Jimny ended in Japan. The model returned to the Japanese market in May , after a thorough
update. SJ had the same track width as SJ As those two car models were relatively susceptible
to a rollover, Suzuki introduced a wider edition of SJ around , with its track widened by 10 cm.
Wider track gave the vehicle more stability. This wider edition received the nameplate
"Samurai". The difference in width is the only major difference between SJ and Samurai, apart
from some minor cosmetic changes in the interior and the exterior. The Samurai was also
produced in a long wheel base LWB edition for certain markets, but still with three doors. That
LWB edition still had only two rear seats if fitted at all for two rear passengers, and the rear
passenger leg room was the same as in the standard SWB edition. It had a 1. The Suzuki
Samurai became intensely popular within the serious 4WD community for its good off-road
performance and reliability compared to other 4WDs of the time, outselling the Jeep Wrangler
by two to one in Its lightness makes it a very nimble off-roader less prone to sinking in softer

ground than heavier vehicles. The This revision included softer suspension settings and a
larger anti-roll bar to reduce body roll. A lower 5th gear. A new 1. The rear seat was removed
from and Samurai models with rear shoulder safety belts becoming mandatory, and the partial
roll cage not having the required mounting provisions, unlike the larger Jeep Wrangler. Low
sales and pending stricter safety legislation prompted the withdrawal of the Samurai from
Canada and the United States markets after An unfavorable review in Consumer Reports
magazine said the Samurai was unsafe and prone to rollovers. The suit resulted in an
inconclusive settlement. CU agreed that it "never intended to imply that the Samurai easily rolls
over in routine driving conditions. It was produced in the UK as a kitcar and later in Russia by
Avtokam. Santana-built Samurais did not benefit from the updated coil sprung chassis
introduced around , instead receiving a facelift new grille, more rounded bumpers specific to
European and neighboring markets. Santana also produced petrol editions alongside the diesel
editions. Spanish Samurai production both for petrol and for diesel editions ended in late or
early Long wheelbase models were not offered in the Mercosur. In Thailand it was called the
Suzuki Caribian. The Thai market also received a special version called the "Suzuki Caribian
Sporty", a pickup with an extended cab with a small rear seat best suited for occasional use.
The Samurai in question benefited from wheel, tire, and suspension changes, and a
supercharged G16A 4-cylinder engine. It was the third attempt for the two man team, after
encountering weather difficulties on the first attempt and an engine fire in the second. The
previous record holder's team led by Matthias Jeschke driving a Jeep Wrangler , left a sign
reading "Jeep Parking Only: All others don't make it up here anyway". The Chilean team found
the sign, blown down by strong winds, and brought it back to civilization as a souvenir. This
record was duly certified by the Guinness World Record in July It used the upgraded interior
from the Jimny , which was simultaneously introduced to the SJ The non-intercooled engine
continued to be offered in the lowest spec Van version. At the same time, a glassed high-roof
version "Panoramic Roof" was added. The Samurai continued for sale outside the United States
where the newer version is referred to as the 'Coily' , with a substantial update in November
This included a coil spring suspension, though both live axles were retained. The rest of the
truck was redesigned as well, with new seats, dashboard, steering wheel, doors and front grille.
Not all production plants switched over to produce coil sprung Samurais. The most notable
examples are Suzuki Maruti plant in India still produces the original narrow SJ as of year and
Santana plant in Spain continued producing leaf-sprung Samurais until year Two versions are
available in export markets: a standard hard top and the Canvas Top, introduced at the
Barcelona Motor Show in May and was built only by Santana in Spain between and The larger 1.
The default is 2WD, powering the rear wheels. When 4WD is pressed, the front wheels are also
engaged in high gear. The 4WD-L engages all wheels in a lower gear ratio. Being a part-time
4WD, there is no center differential or viscous coupling to allow for speed differences between
the front and rear wheels, so only two-wheel drive mode works well on dry pavement. In Japan,
the "Sierra" name was revived in January , when 1. Shifting to low range requires the vehicle to
be stopped, but no need to exit the vehicle exists. Newer Jimnys have electronic push-button
selectable four-wheel drive, which requires the vehicle to be stopped with the clutch depressed
and transmission in neutral to select low range. The Jimny has large windows, giving excellent
visibility, apart from a rather serious blind spot caused by the oversized "B" pillar. These are
fairly standard designations across the Suzuki off-road range, with the JLX being the fully
optioned "luxury" version. In the case of the Jimny, the JLX adds roof rails, power steering,
power windows, power-adjustable exterior mirrors, and several interior comfort improvements.
Both models are available with a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic gearbox. The 2WD
option is only available as a five-speed manual. In , Santana Motor of Spain ended its agreement
with Suzuki to make the Canvas Top version, which has not been available since then. In ,
Santana Motor went bankrupt. The Souza Ramos Group of Brazil , which used to make
Mitsubishi cars under license, will start manufacturing the Suzuki Jimny in in Brazil to
compensate for the loss of production capacity from Santana Motor. Whether the Canvas Top
version will be manufactured also in Brazil is not known. As in Japan, Jimnys in Australia have
borne the name Jimny Sierra since , largely due to the Sierra name having become synonymous
with small, capable off-road vehicles. Since , GM Colmotores have been assembling the 1. In ,
for the model year, the Jimny received a front facelift, giving it a more angular grille and front
bumper, and including a hood scoop. For the Indonesian market, the facelifted Jimny was
launched at the 25th Gaikindo Indonesia International Auto Show on 10 August , and 88 units
were sold exclusively for a limited time only. Production of the third generation ceased in , after
20 years of production, as Suzuki retooled in preparation of the fourth generation's launch in
late The AZ in the name refers to Autozam , Mazda's ill-fated small car marque. Subsequently,
due to its high CO2 emissions and tightening EU emissions standards, the Jimny was

withdrawn from sale in European markets in , to be reintroduced in as a commercial vehicle
without rear seats and with a partition separating luggage space from the front seats , and
therefore subject to a less stringent emissions limits. The Jimny was introduced in the Mexican
market in 12 November It is offered in white, black, grey, and green colors, though the green
color has a slightly higher cost. Initially, only 1, units will be sold, all of which can be reserved
on its official website. Three days later after its launch, the Jimny had all of its 1, units sold out,
though it is expected that more units will be sold. Assembly of the Jimny also conducted in
India by Maruti Suzuki plant in Gurgaon starting from January solely for export markets. It was
reported the Indian-assembled Jimny will be exported to African markets and countries in the
Middle East. Transmission options include a 5-speed manual transmission and 4-speed
automatic. The interior rear luggage space can be expanded by folding twin rear seats, creating
a litre luggage space with a flat floor, five utility screw holes and four luggage anchors. The
design incorporates an approach angle of 37 degrees, ramp breakover angle of 28 degrees and
departure angle of 49 degrees. Other functions include lane departure warning, weaving alert
function and high beam assist, which automatically switches the high and low beams. These
four collapsed tables cover the development history of the Jimny in the Japanese domestic
market, with notable export variations and developments also noted. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Suzuki Samurai. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive
Front-engine, four-wheel-drive. Suzuki Vitara Maruti Gypsy. Main article: Maruti Gypsy. Main
article: Suzuki Motor Corp. Consumers Union of the U. The top Jimny JB23 is compliant with
Japan's kei-car class dimensions, by omitting fender flares and having small bumpers. All other
versions feature fender flares and larger bumpers, and are sometimes called "Wide". The top
Jimny JB64 is compliant with Japan's kei-car class dimensions, by omitting fender flares and
having tucked-in bumpers. All other export versions have pronounced fender flares and larger
bumpers. Goo-net in Japanese. Proto Corporation. Suzuki Motor Corporation. Tokyo: Yaesu
Publishing. Tokyo: Miki Press. Tokyo: Nigensha. Milano: Editoriale Domus S. The Canberra
Times. Retrieved 7 February Retrieved 12 February Actually the strongest in history? Suzuki
Jimny SJ30]. MOTA Corporation. Warsaw, Poland: Media Connection Sp. Quattroruote: Tutte le
Auto del Mondo in Italian. Mobil Motor Lama. Archived from the original on 13 June Archived
from the original on 20 April Retrieved 14 January New York Times. Retrieved 13 November
Archived from the original on 16 December Retrieved 16 December Archived from the original
on 29 October Retrieved 23 July Poole, England: Link House Publications. Epoca in Spanish.
Difusora de Informacion Periodica, S. Berne, Switzerland: Revue Automobile. Archived from the
original on 26 June Stuttgart: Motor Presse International. Retrieved 25 June Retrieved 26
September Retrieved 20 January Event occurs at Retrieved 25 September Retrieved 23 October
Autocar India. Wawan Priyanto ed. Otomotif Tempo. Retrieved 18 July Top Gear Philippines.
Retrieved 30 October Euro NCAP. Retrieved 24 September Carry global. Suzuki automobile
timeline, European market, sâ€”present. Suzuki road vehicle timeline, North American market,
â€”present. Categories : Mini sport utility vehicles Kei sport utility vehicles Convertibles Vans
Suzuki vehicles s cars s cars s cars s cars Cars introduced in Off-road vehicles Product safety
scandals Kei cars Retro-style automobiles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. April â€” present 2. Off-road mini SUV. Suzuki Jimny LJ
Suzuki Jimny JA12W series. First generation Jimny. LJ10 , LJ20 , LJ20V hardtop version added.
Orange turn signals. Front marker lamp and turn signal lamp separated. SJ10 , a. Jimny55 or LJ
Export only until Improved hood. All models now 4-seaters. New, taller engine hood with vents
on leading edge. Stronger rear differential. New grille with lower mounted head lamps. Metal
doors available as of SJ20 , a. Jimny8 or LJ On sale in Japan from The SJ20's chassis
improvements were also applied to the SJ Metal doors available as of , as well as a longer
pickup version LJ Second generation Jimny. SJ30 , a. Jimny All new, more modern design.
Transistor ignition introduced. Soft door version discontinued. Deluxe Van receives front disc
brakes. ELR seatbelts introduced. Lineup reduced to a full-metal door softtop and a deluxe Van.
SJ40 , a. Jimny or SJ Wider and with bigger wheels than the Jimny , with an LWB pickup model
available. From the autumn of , an LWB, 6-seater soft-top model was available [63]
Distinguished from SJ and Samurai by having a metal grille with vertical slats. Non-power
assisted drum brakes at all four wheels. Hand brake brakes the transmission at the rear output
from the transfer case, instead of braking the brake drums in each rear wheel directly like in
most passenger vehicles. Improved interior as per JA Production continues in other countries
until JA51 , a. Jimny , SJ and Samurai. Bigger engine. New plastic grille with horizontal slats.
Improved interior. New 5-speed manual gearbox. Hand brake in early production years up to cca
had the same design as in SJ, which was later changed to operate directly on the rear wheel
drum brakes like in most passenger vehicles. Introduced in the USA in for model year

Distinghished from SJ by having larger wheel fender flares, side turn signal lamps positioned at
the rear of the front wheel fenders near the side doors instead on the front of the fenders as in
SJ, and having a "Samurai" badge in that front position instead of the turn signal lamps.
Different design of the interior console, instrument panel, seats etc. A glassed high-roof version
was added on Fuel injected version gradually introduced. Improved dashboard. Production of
the "Samurai" edition almost fully replaced the production of SJ, although the "Samurai" edition
is sold under countless other marketing names. New bumpers and grille. Revised suspension to
improve on-road manners. Also produced by Spanish manufacturer Santana Motors. Such
vehicles had a certain level of "technical autonomy" example: softer springs for improved
on-road comfort, finer interior cloths, etc. Santana produced this model until , well after Suzuki
ceased its production. Around , Santana changed the front radiator grille and head lamp design
to resemble JB32 side turn lamps next to the head lamps and made the front bumpers more
round and without the side turn lamps. Diesel Samurai. Two diesel engines. JA71 , Upgraded
interior. New grille with integrated fog lamps. JA11 , Bigger engine and larger front bumper
reflect new Kei Jidosha standards. Fog lamps mounted on bumper, ahead of grille. Suspension
modified to improve ride and stability. New, body-colored grille. Radiator fan coupling changed.
Optional PS and AT introduced. Safety equipment improved. Turbo warning lamp removed,
replaced with seat belt warning lamp. Cheap grade HA Van discontinued. JB31 , a. Jimny Sierra
, Samurai. More upmarket spec than JA51, more comfortable interior. New coil sprung chassis,
more aerodynamic front and new bumpers. K6A versions got standard electric power steering,
lesser models with PS made do with hydraulic. JB32 , a. Third generation Jimny. JB33 , a. Jimny
Wide. The larger-engined third generation was introduced first. Beefier suspension and wider
track also meant wider fenders than on JB Modified tie rod ends to improve stability and
handling. Production also starts in Spain in Santana Motors vehicle factory in Spain. Santana
also produced standard "closed body" Jimnys. All Jimnys made by Santana had a certain level
of "technical autonomy" - some vehicle parts are different. Santana continued producing the
JB33 model with G13BB engine for several years after Suzuki stopped the production in Those
were mostly convertible body vehicles. JB23 , current?. More rounded body, still body on frame.
Carryover engine. Improved safety and emissions equipment. Catalyst relocated. ABS and
airbag now standard. Dashboard modified, as is transfer case lever. Transfer case ratio
increases. JB43 , a. Jimny Wide or Jimny Sierra. Also produced by Santana Motors vehicle
factory in Spain until the factory became defunct. Front interior completely redesigned dash
board, instrument panel, controls, ventilation, steering wheel, seats, etc. The casing of outside
mirrors is thicker. Manual adjustment of head lamps introduced. New alloy wheels with a
5-spoke construction. New 2nd edition front bumper, which is much deeper than the seminal 1st
edition one, and therefore vehicle's approach angle is significantly compromised. New bumper
was designed to accommodate the intercooler in JB53 Jimnys with the new K9K engine, and
Suzuki decided to bolt it onto JB43 models as well, with no technical necessity. M13A engine
modified to include VVT technology, and through it the engine gained a bit more power at a bit
lower revolutions per minute, as well as slightly better fuel economy. Minor dash and air
conditioner changes. New separate radiator grille and bonnet with an aggressive overall look.
Bonnet has a fake air intake bulge different design than the fake bonnet bulge on diesel Jimnys.
New front bumper model 3rd edition which is shallower than the 2nd edition bumper model, but
still deeper than the 1st edition bumper model. ISOFIX child seat anchors added to the back
side of rear seats and to the cabin floor below the rear seats. Rear bench seat now has a center
hole cut-out to allow both rear seat belt buckles to be easily tucked in when not used, so that
they do not stick out from the floor. All seat head rests changed to be non-hollow, and the rear
seats' head rests can now be folded down over the seats when unused so that the top of the
head rest is on almost the same level as the top of the seat. This enables improved visibility
through the rear window and easier un loading of cargo from the rear door opening over the
rear seats. It also enables the upper part of the rear seats to be folded all the way forward
without having to remove the head rest first. Additional side impact reinforcements in side
doors. It is effective in off-road cross-axle situations for example. Seats' cloth upholstery has a
new pattern. New type of alloy wheels double-spoked. JB53 , Commercial name of the diesel
Jimny edition is " DDiS ". Vehicles built both by Suzuki in Japan and by Santana Motors in
Spain, and both sold primarily in Europe, to satisfy European market's need for diesels. Engine
proved to be rather troublesome fuel injection system, crankshaft plating, etc. Available both as
a standard closed body and as a "cabrio" body built exclusively by Santana. Exterior design,
interior design and the 4WD transmission system is the same as in JB43 model from the same
time period. The only visual difference between a petrol and a DDiS Jimny is the presence of a
prominent fake air intake bulge on the bonnet added to accommodate the top of the K9K engine
in the engine bay. The same changes to the interior design and to the 4WD transmission system

as happened with the JB43 model in the same time. Engine and front bumper remained the
same until the next change described below. Engine's power and low-RPM torque significantly
improved by the addition of an intercooler. Engine's reliability issues resolved with different
components in the fuel injection system and with improved design of the crankshaft
mechanisms. Fuel consumption not changed. New bumper was designed to accommodate
engine's intercooler, which is positioned just above the right front fog lamp. Fourth Generation
Jimny. Brake LSD traction control. Infotainment system can be removed with multi-information
display. Suzuki Safety Support. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Suzuki Jimny. Kei
car. Alto Lapin. MR Wagon. Wagon R. City car. Alto India. Swift Dzire. SX4 sedan. Kei sports car.
Kei crossover. Subcompact crossover. Vitara Brezza. SX4 S-Cross. Compact crossover.
Mid-size crossover. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Mini MPV. Wagon R Wide. Wagon R
Solio. Compact MPV. Every Landy. Pickup truck. Mighty Boy. Suzulight SS. Suzulight Fronte.
Fronte Fronte LC Fronte 7-S. Kei light commercial. Suzulight Van. Fronte Hatch. Kei truck.
Suzulight Carry FB. Suzulight Carry L20 , L Carry L Suzulight Carry Van L20 , L Carry Van L Kei
SUV. Jimny, Jimny Jimny8, LJ Jimny, SJ Jimny, SJ, Samurai. Subcompact car. Compact car.
Mid-size car. Grand Vitara. Suzuki ceased selling automobiles in the United States and Canada
between and Vehicles for the North American market from onwards are sold exclusively in
Mexico. We accept returns within 30 days. Please note, the item must be returned in the exact
same condition as it was received. Please message me with any questions! Thank you for
supporting Small Businesses! Be sure to become a subscriber to the store to know when new
items are posted! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Seller information thefunkyfern Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item Information Condition:. Read more. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a
layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the
item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page
on international trade. Item location:. Meridian, Idaho, United States. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between
Mon. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time,
origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Lesney Matchbox Vintage Superfast No. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Item specifics Condition: Used : An item that has been used previously. See all condition
definitions - opens in a new window or tab. The Funky Fern thefunkyfern Search within store.
Items On Sale. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import c
kia spectra fog lights
2000 ford ranger service manual download
2006 ford taurus alternator
harges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn

more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Used : An item that has been used previously. Some light scratches,
dings, paint rubs in the finish. Windshield has some light wear. Hot Wheels.

